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1 he leading asymptotics for the growth of the number of eigenvalues of the two- 
dimensional Dirichlet Laplacian in the regions {(x, y)l 1x1” /yl < 11 and for 
4 + lxlD I yj4 all of which are non-Weyl because of infinite phase space volumes 
are computed. Along the way, a general inequality on quantum partition functions 
coriputed in a kind of Born-Oppenheimer approximation is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A ct:lebrated theorem of Weyl [20] asserts that if A is the Dirichlet 
Laplac an in a bounded region 0 in R*, the number of eigenvalues N(E) of A 
less thz n E is asymptotically equal to f IQ 1 E, where 10 1 is the volume of Q. 
It is net hard to extend this to unbounded regions of finite volume. 
In a recent paper [ 151, we gave several proofs that the class of infinite 
volume regions {(x, JJ)~ )x 1“ Iy 1 < 1) yield Dirichlet Laplacians with discrete 
spectrum despite the fact that \Rj = co. Our main goal is to determine the 
leading order divergence of N(E) for such Dirichlet Laplacians and for the 
closely related operators -A + x”y”. By leading order, we mean both the 
power 2f E and the appropriate constant. Some of the methods in [ 15 ] (in 
particu ar, the Fefferman-Phong theorem [ 5 1) can obtain at least the correct 
leading power. 
We recall the Karamata-Tauberian theorem which reduces the large E 
asympf otics of N,(E) to the small t divergence of Tr(eCtA). 
THEI)REM 1.1. lim,,, EmYN,(E)= c if and on& if limllo tYTr(e-1.4) 
=cr(y + 1). Also lim,,, E-Y(ln E)-’ NA(E)= c if and onfy if 
limtl,, t’(ln t-l)-’ Tr(emtA) = cT(y + 1). 
For a proof of the first statement, see, e.g., [ 16, Theorem 10.31. The 
second statement has a similar proof. Thus we concentrate on the small I 
behavior of Tr(emtA) (a strategy of Kac [S]). In Section 3, we will prove 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let A = 4 + lxla Iy14 with a </3. Let v= @+ 2)/2a 
and let a = Tr((--(d’/dq’) + 1~1~))“) < co rhe truce being on L*(R). Then 
lim f(“+‘/2’ Tr(emfA) = UC”*T(v + 1). 
fl0 
Remark. By symmetry if /I < a, we need only interchange /3 and a. 
In Section 4, we will prove 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be the Dirichlet Lupluciun for the region 
{(x,y)IIxj“JyI< 1) with,u> 1. Then 
yin&t 
(I/*)(“+ 1) Tr(e -+71-“* (+q+ l), 
where [(,u) = CF n-’ is the usual zeta function. 
Remark 1. Again, by symmetry, if ,u < 1, the above formula holds if 
everywhere ,U is replaced by l/p. 
Remark 2. The A of this theorem is (up to x HY interchange) the limit 
of the A of Theorem 1.2 if u, p + co with /3/a = ,K Then v + ,u/2 and the limit 
of the a of Theorem 1.2 is 
Tr((P*)-“), where p” is the Dirichlet Laplacian 
for 1-1, I]. Thus a has a limit CF [(lcn/2)‘]-“” and the theorem says that 
in some sense, the t 1 0 and the a-+ co can be interchanged. 
In Section 5, we will handle the somewhat more subtle cases where cx =/I 
or ,u = 1. We will prove the following pair of results: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A = -A + Ixy I”. Then 
lim t(‘+“-“[ln(t-‘)I -’ Tr(e-‘“) = x-‘r 
fl0 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A be the Dirichlet Lupluciun for the region Ixy < 1. 
Then lim, lo r(ln t -‘)-I Tr(e-fA) = I/n. 
Thus for the operators of Theorems 1.2-1.5 we have 




r<+p + 1)/7P2T(fjJ + $> 
(Theorem 1.3), 
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Ii n E-“‘+““(ln E)-’ N,(E) = 7r-’ 
E-m 
(Theorem 1.4), 
$I% E-‘(In E)-’ N,(E) = l/n (Theorem 1.5). 
Whil : we have succeeded in computing the leading asymptotic behavior of 
N(E), v’e are lacking a general geometric interpretation of the answer. This is 
an important open question. We note the remarkable simplicity of 71-l as the 
high energy constant for the case of Theorems 1.4, 1.5. 
For my of the above operators, a useful tool is a general inequality we 
prove izr Section 2. If H = -A + V on L*(R”), we let Z,(t) = Tr(e-‘“) and 
Z,,(t) = J (d’r d”p/(27r)“) e- ‘(pzfV(r)). Golden [6] and Thompson [ 181, using 
an abstract operator indequality, proved that 
Z,(f) G Z,,(t)* (1.1) 
For the operators here, Z,, = co while Z, < co, so this inequality is not so 
useful! Suppose that we write v = a + /I and r E R” as (x, y) with x E R”, 
yER’. Let E~(x),<E~(x)< a-- be the eigenvalues of -A, + V(x, y) as an 
operatcr on L2(Ro), listed in order, counting multiplicity. Define 
We will prove in Section 2 that 
(l-2) 
Applying (1.1) to Tr(e-“-Ax+Ek(X)‘) we obtain, by using Eke-‘%‘“’ = 
TrLZcRO (e-f’-A,+I’(.r,y))), 
ZSBW G G&h (1.3) 
where 
(1.4) 
Applyjng (1.1) to the trace in (1.4), one finds the last of the string of ine- 
qualiti, :s 
The pclint of (1.5) in the context of the Theorems 1.2, 1.3 is that Z,,(t) < co 
and, if one slices in the right direction (one can clearly try to take slices in x 
as above, or alternately in y), then, as we will prove 
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lim,10 Z,(t)/Z,,,(t) = 1. Then we will be able to compute the small f 
behavior of Z &I) explicitly because of the scaling properties of the regions 
or potentials. 
Equation (1.2) says that one can obtain an upper bound on Z, by slicing 
and putting the slices together. We thus call (1.2) the “sliced bread 
inequalities” and Z,, the sliced bread partition function, SGT stands for 
“sliced Golden-Thompson.” 
We remark that since ZSGT(f) = Tr(e+fAxe-f(-A,,‘Y)), the inequality 
Z&&d h h ff w ic su ices for Theorems 1.2, 1.3 but not for Theorems 1.4, 
1.5) folows from the abstract Golden-Thompson inequality. 
2. SLICED BREAD INEQUALITIES 
On R”=R”XR4 write rER” as (x,y) with xER”, yER4. We will 
suppose that V is a continuous function on R” bounded from below, 
although it is clear one can get away with much less regularity and still 
obtain the inequalities here. We want information about H = -A + V on 
L’(R”). For each fixed X, we can define H, = -A,, + V&y) on L2(RD). We 
let E,(X) <Ed < . . . be the eigenvalues of H, counting multiplicity with the 
convention that if 2, = inf o,,,(H,) < co and H, has exactly k, eigenvalues 
below C, (counting multiplicity), then E[(x) = xX for I> k,. If the y’s are 
electron coordinates and the x’s are nuclear coordinates, the Ed are the 
familiar Born-Oppenheimer curves (see, e.g., [2]). In that context, it is an 
old true folk theorem, that inf a(H) > inf a(-A, + E,(X)). Some thought 
suggests it might be true in some sense that H is larger than 
O,“=, [-A, + &)I = H,, . For instance, one might hope that the n th eigen- 
value of H is larger than the n th eigenvalue of H,,. This is false as seen by 
the following: 
EXAMPLE. Let H(A) = -A + x2 + (y + Ax)*. H,, is independent of I and 
unitarily equivalent to H(0). Thus, if E,(H) > &,,(HSB), we must have that 
c,,(H(l)) > c,(H(O)). We claim that for 1 small, c2(H(l)) < &*(H(O)) 
invalidating the above possibility. For a direct calculation of harmonic 
oscillators eigenvalues how that 
However, we will prove here 
THEOREM 2.1 (Sliced bread inequalities). 
Ck ~~(~-f-Ax+dN). 
Tr(e-‘“) & Tr(emtHSB) = 
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Remark. This means that if e-IHSB is trace class, so is ePtH and the 
inequalit: 1holds. 
The alcove situation, namely, that in the passage from H,, to H, ground 
state ene .gies and free energies (= -In Tr(...)) go up, but excited states may 
not, is very reminiscent of what happens when a magnetic field is turned on 
in nonre ativistic quantum mechanics: In that case, ground state energies 
[ 111 and free energies go up [ 121 but excited states may not. This is not 
mere coincidence. There is a formal connection between the two sets of 
ideas. Lc t W(x) be the diagonal matrix on I, with entries Q(X), so H,, is 
-A + W on L ‘(Ra ; I,). Let U(x): I, + L*(R O) be unitary so that 
H, = U(; :) W(x) U(x) - ’ ( we suppose that H, has no essential spectrum). Let 
V: L *(R’ ; I,) + L *(R “) by (V’)(x, y) = U(x)f(x). Then a formal calculation 
shows that 
where 
v- ‘HV = t-iv, - A(x))’ + W(x), 
A(x) = iv(x)-’ VU(x) 
is forma ly selfadjoint. Thus, Theorem 2.1 is a kind of extended iamagnetic 
inequality except hat A is vector-valued and has zero curvature (this should 
be distinguished from the vector-valued iamagnetic inequalities of Hess et 
al. [7], Tvho require that each W(x) be a multiple V(x) of the identity). We 
remark that by combining our technique here and the method of [ 13 1, one 
can easily prove that: 
THEOIIEM 2.2. Let A(x) be a matrix valued function from R” to the 
Hermitk n n x n matrices. Let W(x) be. a function taking values in the 
diagonal self-adjoint matrices whose eigenvalues are increasing. Then 
Trc.(ePtHtA) )(x,x’) < Trc.(e-“““)(x, x’), 
whereH(A)=(-iv-A)*+ W. 
While the above intuition is useful to understand why Theorem 2.1 should 
be true, our proof does not use this. Rather, what is basic is the following 
theorem of Ky Fan [4] (see also Marcus and Moyls [9], Mirsky [lo], 
DeBruyi~ [31 and Cape1 and Tindemans [ 1, 191). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A L ,..., A,, be trace class operators on some Hilbert space 
OF and let A f ,..., AX be the diagonal matrices on 1, whose eigenvalues are 
the singidar values of A, ,..., A,, ,... . Then 
I ‘JXA 1 ... A,)\ < Tr(Ar .a. A,*). (2-l) 
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Proof We sketch a proof for the reader’s convenience. We begin by noting 
that 
where A “(.) is the k-fold alternating product. Since IlA”(C)ll = pu,(C) *a* ,&(C) 
with pj(.) the jth singular value, we have that 
for each k. General symmetric rearrangement results (see, e.g., [ 11, 
Corollary 1.101) imply that 
TW I . ..A.I)=&,(A, . ..A.)<fpj(A,)...,uj(A,)=Tr(A: ... A;) 
1 I 
and (2.1) follows from I Tr(C)I < Tr(l C I). I 
From this lemma, we obtain a general result which shows that the fact 
that the H,‘s are Schrodinger operators is irrelevant to the truth of sliced 
bread. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that W(x) is a continuous n x n symmetric 
matrix-valued function on R” with eigenvalues E,(X) < ..a < E,(X) and 
inf, E,(X) > --CO. Let H be the operator -A + W on L*(R”; UZ”). Then 
trcs(eetH)(x, x’) < C (e-‘“j)(x, x’), 
i 
where Hj = -A, + Ed on L*(R”; @) and C(x, x’) is the integral kernel 
of c. 
Remarks. By general principles [14], e- ‘4 has a continuous integral 
kernel, and by similar arguments, so does the partial trace trc.(e-‘“). Below, 
when we use the Trotter product formula, in principle we only get an 
equality a.e. but then continuity of the integral kernel yields a pointwise ine- 
quality. 
Proof: By the above remark, it suffices to prove 
tr,,[e + tA’ne -rw’“)n](x, x’) <C (e+tA’“e-t’j’“)“(x,x’) 
/ 
and then appeal to the Troter formula. Since et’ acts as the identity on C”, it 
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comes out of the trace and writing out the explicit positive integral kernel, we 
only need that 
Tr(e-‘W’X”‘” 
. . . e -fW(xn)/tI) < C e-tEj(.rl)'n . . . e-tEj(xn)lna 
Since [,!- twx)ln) I* = e -fam, this inequality is precisely lemma 2.3. 1 
Proq’of Theorem 2.1. (a) First we note that since e-‘“j and tr,,(e-‘H) 
have continuous positive integral kernels, we can compute traces by setting 
x = x’ and integrating (even if the trace is infinity); see, e.g., [ 17, 
Theoreln 3.91. Thus, in the context of Theorem 2.4 
Tr(ePfH) Q c Tr(e-‘“j). 
j 
(2.2) 
(b) We claim that (2.2) extends to the situation, where C” is replaced 
by 1, .md each W(x) has discrete spectrum and common domain with 
lim. ,-a, T)(X) = 00. For let (P,} be a sequence of rank n projections in 1, with 
range n the common domain, and P, -+ Z in strong graph norm. Let 
H,= [1 CN’,,]W)[ZOP,] and E;“‘(X) the eigenvalues of P, W(x) P, on 
Ran P,. Then TrL.L,Rn: c”)(e-“‘n) /* Tr(ePfH) since H, +w H and one has 
Fatou’s lemma (see [ 17, Theorem 2.71). Similarly xi”=, Tr(eefHj”‘) /” 
C;” Tr :eetHj), so (2.2) extends. (a, /* a here means a, + a and a, < a.) 
Cc 1 Let 41.Eb be the operator obtained by setting V(x, ~7) = co if 1 y I> I 
(i.e., plttting Dirichlet B.C. there) and adding &x2 to V otherwise. Then, 
by (b), 
Tr(e- IHI.&) < f Tr(e-fHj.(/,d). 
But everything is monotone increasing if I -+ co, E 1 0, so as above, we obtain 
the general result. 1 
3. EIGENVALUE ASYMPTOTICS, a #/I, FINITE 
Our goal in this section will be to prove Theorem 1.2. Let 
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Then, the sliced Golden-Thompson inequality implies (doing the p integral 
explicitly) 
Z,(f) < (7~) - “2 jm F(x, t) dx (3.1) 
0 
On the other hand, the Feynman-Kac formula [ 161, reads 
z,(f) = (471t) - ’ J dx dy ~tx.y)(x.y);2t (exp (-J:ti IhWl” Ib2W18ds))7 
where J%.,., is expectation with respect to conventional Brownian motion 
conditioned to start and end at r in time w. The funny factors of 2 are caused 
by the fact that we have taken -A not --$A. Clearly, we can get a lower 
bound on 2, by only taking b, paths with supo(sc2, lb,(s) - XI < 1 and then 
replacing 16,(s)]” by its upper bound (1x1 + 1)“. Since 
Prob (/b,(s)-.u]< I)> 1 -p(t) 
o<s<zt 
(3.2) 
with p(t) + 0 (as e-(‘-E)‘41), we find that 
Zc(t)>(7~f)-“~[l -p(r)] jmF(]x(+ 1,t)dx 
0 
= (nty2[l -p(t>] J; F(X, ~)dx. (3.3) 
Thus, the theorem follows from p(t) --f 0 as t 1 0 and 
l(ii f” J’ F(x, t ) dx = 0 (3.4) 
0 
I$ I” J ‘co F(x, f) dx = aZ-(v + 1). 
0 
(3.5) 
We begin our study with the use of scaling. Since y-r 1~~ 
d/dy --) I- ’ (d/dy ) is unitary implementable 
F(xA2”, f/l -‘) = F(x, f) (3.6) 
(which is why v = (/I + 2)/2a enters naturally). Next, we note that for x 
fixed, the small t behavior of F(x, t) is given by classical phase space (see 
[16, p. llO]), so 
F(l, t) - (27~)~’ J dy dq e-t(“‘+lyiD) = Dt-” 
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with a = f + /?-’ and D a suitable constant. Here - means the ratio goes to 
1, and $0 for t small 
F(1, t) Q D’t-““‘4 (3.7) 
since a = (j3 + 2)/2p = av/p. By scaling (3.6) 
F(x, t) = F( 1, tx”“) < D’x-““t-ar”D 
for t sr la11 and 1x1 < 1. Since a//I < 1, (3.4) is immediate. 
We note here that, since (3.7) is asymptotically exact, if /3 < a, 
j: F(x, t) dx = co and we see that there is a right way and wrong way to 
slice ir sliced Golden-Thompson if a # p (indeed, the part of the phase 
space integral which is divergent comes from x large if a < /3 and it is useful 
to slice that transversely). In particular, if a = /3, sliced Golden-Thompson 
does not prove finiteness, and sliced bread will be needed. 
Now we use scaling again, to get 
jmF(x,t)dx= jmF(xtc, l)dx=t-u Trn~tX, l)du
0 0 -0 
so (3.5) is equivalent o 
! ?(x, l)dx=az-(v+ 1). -0 
Let A := (-d*/dy’) + 1 y14. Then, using scaling once more (!) 








=vTr s u-l eeSA ds 
-0 
= Tr(A -“) C(V) 
(3.8) 
as reql rired. 
Firu.lly, we remark that the finiteness of Tr(A -“) is immediate from the 
finiten:ss of l: F(x, 1) dx which follows, since we saw above that 
F(x, 1: -x -a/b for x small (and decays as exp(-cx”“) for x large). 
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4. EIGENVALUE ASYMPTOTICS, a#/3, INFINITE 
Our goal in this section will be to prove Theorem 1.3. Let A(x) be the 
Dirichlet “Laplacian,” -d*/dy* on the interval [-X-“,x-“I, and let 
F(x, t) = Tr(exp(-tA (x))). 
By taking suitable infinite potential imits in (3.1), the proof is reduced to the 
analog of (3.4), (3.5), where v is now replaced by ,u/2. The same scaling 
relation 
F(x, t) = F@“x, 1 -*t> 
still holds, so by just following the proof, we see that all one needs is that 
Tr(A( 1))“*I p) = (x/2)-* 601). S ince A(1) has eigenvalues ((71/2) k)*, 
(k = 1, 2,...) this is immediate. 
5. EIGENVALUE ASYMPTOTICS,~=/? 
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. As we have already seen, 
sliced Golden-Thompson is useless here, so we use sliced bread. In fact, a 
miracle not guaranteed to happen does, and sliced bread, which cuts 2 of the 
four “horns” of the potential transversely and 2 nontransversely, is 
asymptotically exact. (If it were not, one could use the local version of sliced 
bread to locally slice each horn in a transverse way. We note another 
miracle involving sliced bread: If p > 1, we saw in Section 3 that 
ZQPSGT -, 1 so by (1.2,3) Z,/Z,, -+ 1 if one makes x slices which are 
transverse to the significant horns; if we y slice, Z,/Z,, 4 1 but 
miraculously it does get the right asymptotic power, and the ratio goes to a 
finite constant!) Another simplifying feature which makes up for the failure 
of sliced Golden-Thompson is the presence of a log and the fact that the 
value of a logarithmically divergent integral is rather insensitive to cutoffs. 
We begin with the lower bound and take a =/I fmite. As before, we go to 
a Feynman Kac formula, but this time we throw away some points in the 
x,J-’ integral, keeping only pairs x, y with 1x1 > t”*(ln t)*, 1 yl > t"*(ln t)*. 
We only consider paths with sup0csG21 lb,(s) - XI < t”* (In t] and 
supoCsczr lb,(s)-x] < t”* (In tl. The measure of such paths is again 
1 -p(t)with p(t) + 0 (but this time only as ePD(“‘@). Let z(x, y) = xy. 
Then d In z/dx = l/x, d In z/dy = l/y so everywhere along the path 
Iln z@,(s), b,(s)) - In z(x,y)l < cllln [I and thus if I = exp(+2/ln t), we 
have z@(s)) < I z(0) for all s. Thus 
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=(47ct)-‘(1 --p(f))4jrI,nr,‘dZe-L.n,a [j 
1’: 2(lllf)2 
z/F2(ln t)2 $ 1 
= (7rt)-‘(1 -p(t)) 1 {dz ln[z/t(ln t)“] e-@‘*} 
. t(ln tP 
= @t)-'(1 -p(t))K-'t-l'= 
x j,,+.,m,,,n,,4K dw e-@ ln]w/fct’+“Q(ln t)“] 
where th: 4 in the second line comes from the four quadrants, and in the last 
step we :;et w = t 1’a~~. Since K + 1 and p + 0, we see that 
g&l f’+a-’ {ln(t-‘-“-‘)}-I Tr(emtH) > 71-l 
I 
O” e-“‘- dw. 
0 
The integral is easily seen so equal (l/a) T(l/a) = r( 1 + (l/a)) so since 
ln(t-‘-“-‘)=(l+a-‘)lnt-’ and (l+(l/a))T(l+(l/a))=~(2+(l/a)) 
we find hat 
!ilTJ t’+a-’ Jln I]-’ Tr(emfH) > n-‘T (5.1) 
Essen ially identical arguments (but now we only take those x,y with 
KZ ( 1 and x,y > t”‘(ln t)‘) yield the lower bound on the Dirichlet 
Laplacir n in the region ]xy ] < 1 
lim t-’ Jln tl-’ Tr(ePfH) > 7~~‘. (54 
We H ill get the upper bound using sliced bread inequalities. To compute 
the sma 1 s behavior of Z,,(s), we need a preliminary lemma: 
LEMNA 5.1. Let A, = (-d2/dx2) + g ]xly. Let F,(s) = Tr(exp(-sA,)) and 
N,(E) trre dimension of the spectral projection ofi A, for the interval [0, E]. 
Then (A, N, F without subscript mean g = 1) 
(a) F,(s) = F( g’s), where 5 = 2/(y + 2), 
@I N,(E) = Nt g-‘El 
(c) lim,lo s”F(s) = n-“‘T(1 + y-l), where ,u = (y + 2)/2y, 
W lim,,, E-“N(E) = 7~+‘~Z-(l + y-‘)/T@ + l), 
te) lim, lo s +(“+‘)F’(s) = -pn-“‘j-(1 + y-l). 
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Proof: Parts (a) and (b) follow just by scaling as we used above. For (c), 
one notes that it can be proven that F(s)/Z,,(s) -+ 1 as s ] 0 (see, e.g., [ 161) 
and 
Z&)=(2+’ ~dxdp~-E~2+~X~Y’=S-1(11-“z~(l +7-l). 
Part (d) then follows from the Tauberian theorem (Theorem 1.1). Part (e) 
which just says the asmptotics in (c) can be formally differentiated follows 
from (d) if we note that 
-F+) = jam xe-” dN(x) 
I 
00 
= emxs(xs - 1) N(x) dx 
0 
rOO 
=S -I ! 0 
Below, we will always use scaling to rewrite things for g = 1 without 
comment but distinct values of y will enter, so we will write N’Y’, etc. Let 
sj(x) be the jth eigenvalue of (-d*/dy*) + 1.~~~1” so cj(x) = 1x1 “I’ cj( 1) E 
lXl”L’ ej with v = i + a -’ as in the statement of Theorem 1.2. Thus 
= ‘T Tr exp --s 
(U 
-d* 
dx2 + sjlx]“” I)) 
=iTr (exp (-SC; [$$-+~x~‘~“])), 
where we have used the scaling relation so 
Thus 
b= 
2 a+2 V 
2 + v-’ 
E---Z 
2a + 2 v + U/2) 
Z,,(s) = 7 F”“‘(S&;) 
= 5 ,Fcl“‘)(sEb) dN(“)(E) 
I 
00 =- sbEb-‘F(“““(sEb) N(=)(E) dE, (5.3) 
0 
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where Me integrate by parts using N = 0 for E small and FN + 0 at co for s 
fixed t’ see no boundary terms are present. We will now find the small s 
asymptotic behavior of Z,,(s) from the integral representation (5.3) and the 
known small s behavior of F”‘““(s) and large E behavior of N”(E). 
In (:i.3), we begin by noting that since N(E) = 0 for E small, the integral 
goes from E, > 0 to co. We will pick E, < E, s-dependent and separarately 
analyzl: the integral one the intervals (E,,, E,), (E,, E,), (E2, co). We will 
take E and E, so that 
Eis=Ilnsl-‘; E;s = 1. 
We wi 1 show that on the level of s-‘-~-’ ([In ~1))’ the integrals on (E,, E,) 
and (E,, co) contribute zero and the (Eo, E’) contributes exactly an amount 
on this scale identical to the lower bound we have. 
On (Ez, co), we note that N’“‘(E) < cE” for all E because of the 
asympl otic result, Lemma 5.1 (d). Moreover, in the region y > 1, -F’(y) = 
C Zje-“j < DePcy, where Zj are the eigenvalues of (-d*/dy*) + Iy[““. Thus 
(where c is a constant which changes from equation to equation) 
- jtr (sb) E*-‘N’“‘(E) F”““(sE”)dE < cj: (s) E*-‘+“exp(-csE*) dE 
2 
-Oc = CSS-(b+u)lb 
J 
p’be -C? dJ 
I 
is boLn&d by s-‘l* = s-(“+“*’ since b = V/(U + f). As a result on the 
S-‘a-‘+‘) 11 ns 1 1 1 ( eve recall a -’ + 1 = u + f) this integral does not count. 
On (E,, E2), we bound N”(E) as above and -F’(y) by C4)-“-I, where 
p=(v“+2)/2v-‘=v+f. Then 






= < CS-(L’+1/2) -E2 
J 
E-’ dE = cs--(“+l’*’ ln(E,/E,), 
El 
where we have used b- 1 +v-b(v+j)=-1 +v-b(v+i)=-1 since 
b(v + y ) = v. Since ln(E,/E,) = b-’ ln(lln sl) this integral is 
w-’ -=-I ln2(s-‘)) which is small on the ~-‘-~-‘ln(s-‘) level. 
Fimlly, for the integral from E, to El, we first claim that since the 
argum :nts of F’ (namely, SE*) are bounded above by )ln(s)l-‘, we can 
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replace F’ by its asymptotic value making a multiplicative error of the form 
1 + o( 1), i.e., we can bound F’ above and below by (1 f E(S)) [Asym. form] 
with E(S) 1 0. Thus, if w means the ratio goes to 1, we see that 
E’ A-- 
5 
(sb) Eb-‘N(a)(E) F”‘““(sE*) dE 
EO 
- :,’ (sb)E I ‘s-“-3’*[(v + l/2) .-“7 q1 + v) a g dE, [ 1 
where a=n- “*z-(1 + a-‘)/I-(V + 1, so 
A - rr-%I-(1 + a-‘) S-‘-~-I ,f.‘E-l [g] dE 
- n-W(1 + a-‘) s-‘-~-’ ln(E,/E,) 
since N(E)/aE” + 1 at co. But 
ln(E,/E,) = ln[cs-“* ]ln s]-““1 - + In@-‘) 
so multiplied by s ’ + a -‘. ] In s ] -‘, the integral goes to 
K-‘Vb-‘I-(l +a-‘)=n-‘(v+f)z-(1 +a-‘) 
=72 -‘(l + a-‘) r(l + a-‘) = C’T(2 + a-‘). 
Thus, our upper and lower bounds are the same and the theorems are 
proven! 
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Note added in proof. D. Robert, in Comportement asymptotique des valeurs propres 
d’operateurs du type Schrodinger a potentiel “dtgentrt”, J. Math. Pures Appl. 61 (1982), 
275-300, has obtained the asymptotics of the eigenvalues of a class of operators closely 
related to the ones studied in these papers. Robert’s work, which precedes ours by roughly two 
years, uses rather different methods. 
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